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Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

Front-page News

Some events of the day

Musical notes at "Canazei under the stars"

For the event "Canazei under the stars" tonight Streda
de Parèda will be closed from 9 to 11 pm, from the
Strèda Dolomites to the roundabout to Alba and the
Passes Pordoi and Sella. The vehicles’ passage will be
guaranteed along the other roads.

For the summer season returns one of the
funniest appointments of Val di Fassa: "Canazei
under the stars". Tonight, starting at 9.00 pm,
the street Strèda de Pareda - closed to traffic for
the event - turns into a stage, welcoming
different performance. The Band "Musega Auta
Fascia" has the honour to inaugurate the show
with trumpets and drums sounds, and
afterwards several corners of the street host
characteristic folks groups playing rock, rap, and
pop pieces to entertain the youngsters. On the
stage there will be also the dancers of the Folk
Group of the village, wearing the “guanc”
(traditional clothing), that dance on the music
from Val di Fassa and South Tyrol. Everybody is
invited to taste the sweet delicacies of the Ladin
Tradition.

Intuition: tourism
Campitello di Fassa
9.00 pm - Parish Theatre. Piaz de Ciampedel.
Fiorenzo Perathoner, ex director of the Dolomiti
Superski and director of excellent videos, presents a
selection of his most interesting footages concerning
the evolution of Fassa’s tourism from the fifties until
now.

Works of the mask makers
Moena
10.00 am - Piaz de Sotegrava. Today and tomorrow
the symposium for the artists creating the famous
wooden masks, called "faceres" in Ladin.

What’s the time for the sun?
Vigo di Fassa

Easy walks

Passepartout

5.00 pm - Playground. The Meeting with the
astronomy, by Atlantis, explains the peculiarities of
solar clocks and how to make a sundial

From Vigo to Soraga

The Museum of Cheese

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

From the centre of Vigo walk towards
Costalunga until the bridge on Ruf de Val, and
take the Street de Pontac until a crossroads.
Continue on the left side and go beyond a
turnstile near the river upstream. A path brings
you to the starting point of a fitness track. Go
ahead up to a playground. On the opposite side
of the clearing you can descend left along the
forest road Vael until it ends at the street leading
to Vallonga. Go to the hamlet. Ascend towards
the Church of San Giovanni Nepomuceno and, at
a fountain, turn left. Crossed the Street delle
Dolomiti, descend then in the small valleys
"Grave", traversed by small and easy-to-cross
streams. Take the left path after the second
stream. Then go upward to Tamion. You come
back through the same path backwards.

Opened last May in the Caseificio Sociale Val di
Fassa dairy (Pera, Fassa) and dedicated to dairy
production, breeding and farming, “L Malghier”
is the newest section of the Ladin Museum
offering a small but detailed insight into the
ancient culture of the Fassa Valley. The exhibition
includes: antique photographs; widescreen video
footage of livestock breeding and diary
production at high altitudes; and a collection of
tools and utensils used throughout history
showing the evolution of diary production right
up to the present day. Tomorrow at 10 am you
can participate at "Chel dal formai… the cheese
making", a guided tour in the museum with
Fassa’s cheese degustation (3 euro). For further
information please contact the Ladin Museum on
+39 0462 760182.

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
In 1919, the Lithographic Factory of Trento printed the book "La Valle di Fassa" by Romedio Deluca
from Pozza. The coated-leaf issue had 155 pages, with 76 photographic illustrations dating back the
period before the Great War, and four maps with the mountain ridges of Marmolada, Sella,
Sassolungo and Catinaccio. The contents of the text were about the geographic, historical, linguistic,
and cultural description of Val di Fassa, with detailed info on the Dolomites surrounding the Ladin
valley.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

12/07/2013 (8.30 am)
Around the mountain dairies: the
landscape of Bocche (hike against
payment).
Moena

13/07/2013 (8.30 am)
Sellaronda MTB. Booking at "Sport
Check Point" (activity against payment).
Canazei
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